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SURREBUTTAL TESTIMONY 

OF 

DOUGLAS J. BROWN 

FILE NO. EA-2015-0146

Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A. My name is Douglas J. Brown, and my business address is 2100 Bluestone Drive, 2 

St. Charles, Missouri 63303. 3 

Q. By whom and in what capacity are you employed? 4 

A. I am employed as Manager - Real Estate by Ameren Services Company (“Ameren 5 

Services”), working as right-of-way agent for Ameren Transmission Company of Illinois 6 

(“ATXI”). 7 

Q. Are you the same Douglas J. Brown who filed direct testimony in this case?  8 

A. Yes, I am. 9 

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony? 10 

A. The purpose of my surrebuttal testimony is to respond to issues raised in the 11 

rebuttal testimony of Staff witness Daniel I. Beck and to issues raised by certain of the 12 

Neighbors United Against Ameren’s Power Line (the “Neighbors”) witnesses, including those 13 

witnesses who allege that projects such as the Mark Twain Transmission Project (the "Project") 14 

may cause interference with farming activities and impact on land values.  I will further outline 15 

the process that ATXI goes through in the acquisition of right-of-way, including ATXI's efforts 16 

to obtain voluntary easements through good faith negotiations associated with transmission line 17 

projects such as the Project.  I will also address and respond to certain of the Staff recommended 18 
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conditions as they relate to the acquisition and management of right-of-way associated with the 1 

Project.   2 

Q. Certain of the Neighbors witnesses have mentioned eminent domain, and in 3 

your direct testimony you also mentioned that as part of the acquisition process you were 4 

not ruling out the possibility that ATXI might use its eminent domain authority.  Is that 5 

something that ATXI frequently pursues?   6 

A. No.  ATXI would only use its eminent domain authority after all reasonable 7 

efforts to acquire the land rights necessary for the Project are not successful, and after engaging 8 

in good faith negotiations.  I realize that there have been comments made at the Local Public 9 

Hearings and by the Neighbors that ATXI disregards the rights of landowners, and does not offer 10 

to pay adequate compensation for the rights that it needs.  Neither assertion is accurate. 11 

Moreover, in my 14 years with Ameren Services, the exercise of condemnation has to date been 12 

fairly rare.  By way of example, ATXI has already received a certificate from the Commission 13 

for the Missouri portion of its Illinois Rivers Project.  That project involves 7 miles of 14 

transmission line located in Marion County, and will actually connect with the Mark Twain 15 

Project.  Both projects utilize the same single shaft steel pole (“monopole”) design, include the 16 

same conductor voltage, and traverse through similar land classifications.  On the Missouri 17 

portion of the Illinois Rivers Project, our department oversaw the acquisition of the necessary 18 

property rights from 18 landowners.  There was not one condemnation along the route. 19 

Q. The Neighbors also submitted testimony about compensation for easements.  20 

What valuation methodology will you use in acquiring transmission line easements 21 

associated with the Project?  22 
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A. Easement valuations will be based on market valuations determined by 1 

independent third party licensed real estate appraisers.  The type of property being crossed 2 

(including such unique characteristics as soil types and productivity) and the location of the 3 

easement upon the property will, among other items, be factors in determining value.  ATXI 4 

witness and appraiser Vicki Turpin addresses these issues in greater detail in her surrebuttal 5 

testimony.  6 

Q. Do you have any experience with purchasing transmission line easements on 7 

land in the federal Conservation Reserve Program (“CRP”)?  8 

A.  Yes, we have acquired easements over land in the CRP program.  ATXI works 9 

with property owners to address the details of the existing CRP agreements so that the property 10 

owners can comply with their CRP agreements. 11 

Q. In any of those situations are you aware of an instance where a landowner 12 

had to repay CRP payments previously received?  13 

A. No.  ATXI witness Aaron DeJoia also addresses in his surrebuttal testimony why 14 

the acquisition of easements does not interfere with property owners’ ability to comply with their 15 

CRP contracts, including their ability to receive CRP payments under those contracts. 16 

Q. Describe your experience acquiring transmission line easements on farms 17 

where crops are being raised?   18 

A.   I have fourteen years of experience acquiring electric transmission line 19 

easements involving farms where crops are being raised on behalf of Ameren Services and its 20 

operating companies, including ATXI.  Over that time, I have led twelve major projects 21 

consisting of the acquisition of hundreds of easements.      22 
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Q. In your experience what is the impact to the ability to farm within the area 1 

outside of the easement area?  2 

A.  There should be no impact on farming operations outside the “easement area” 3 

which, for purposes of this Project, would be the area outside the 150 foot wide strip along the 4 

345 kV corridor, and the area outside the 100 foot wide strip along the approximately two mile 5 

161kV connector line between the new Zachary Substation and Ameren Missouri’s existing 6 

Adair Substation.   Landowners retain all rights not inconsistent with the existence of the 7 

easement, including the right to farm outside of the easement area.  The existence of the 8 

transmission line should not affect their ability to farm, or their yields for that matter.  And in the 9 

very rare circumstance that ATXI would need to use land outside of the easement area (say to 10 

access the line under emergency conditions), affected landowners will be compensated for any 11 

and all damage, including any crop loss.  12 

Q. In your experience what is the impact to the ability to farm within the 13 

easement area?  14 

A. There is minimal impact on farming operations within the easement area. Farmers 15 

can continue to use the land under the transmission lines. As ATXI witness Endorf testifies, the 16 

monopole design allows for farming up to the base of each structure foundation, which is 7 to 10 17 

feet in diameter.  In addition, the average length of the spans of 850 feet between structures, and 18 

the absence of guys and anchors, all limit the amount of land taken out of production.     19 

Q. In your direct testimony you indicated that less than one acre of actual 20 

farmland will be taken out of production as a result of the Project.  Based upon the rebuttal 21 

testimony and comments at the Local Public Hearings could you provide additional detail?  22 
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A. Based upon information provided by Mr. Endorf our department performed an 1 

analysis of the number of acres of agricultural ground taken out of production as it relates to the 2 

Project.  Utilizing the larger number in the base diameter range, we applied a 10 foot by 10 foot 3 

area for the base of each of the approximately 600 structures anticipated for the project.  The 600 4 

structures consist of an estimated 580 structures for the 345kV portion of the Project, and 20 5 

structures for the 161kV portion.  Based upon the right-of-way needed which is 150 feet for the 6 

345kV portion of the Project and 100 feet for the 161 kV portion, there are approximately 1760 7 

acres within the “easement area” of the Project.  In consultation with Chris Wood, (who has 8 

provided testimony on routing associated with the Project) ATXI has determined the structure 9 

base area for the entire project will be less than 1.5 acres, with a total of less than 1 acre of 10 

agricultural land taken out of production due to the Project.  11 

Q. Do you have experience acquiring transmission line easements on farms 12 

where livestock are raised or grazing activities are taking place?    13 

A. Yes. The experience I previously described in acquiring electric transmission line 14 

easements involving farms where crops are being raised, would also apply to acquiring 15 

transmission line easements on farms where livestock are raised or grazing activities are taking 16 

place. This is an activity that we see in any transmission project in Missouri and Illinois.  17 

Q. In your experience what is the impact of transmission facilities on the ability 18 

to engage in livestock and grazing activities within the easement area?  19 

A. Minimal.  It is quite common for grazing and other livestock activities to co-exist 20 

around transmission line structures.  Again, the monopole design associated with this Project 21 

further enhances that co-existence, as there are no guy wires or anchors that would impact access 22 

to the easement area or a landowner's ability to mow for example.  I would also note that we 23 
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have experience in working with farmers and ranchers to accommodate their livestock during the 1 

construction phase of the Project.  ATXI will commit to coordinate its work schedule with that of 2 

the landowners.  If necessary for construction, ATXI will reimburse landowner for their time 3 

required to move livestock from one location to another.  In the past we have also installed 4 

temporary fences or gates to keep livestock out of the construction area. 5 

Q. Do you have any additional support for your testimony on the lack of impact 6 

to farming activities from transmission lines and transmission line easements?  7 

A. Yes.  Attached to my testimony as Schedule DBR-SR1 are photographs showing 8 

farming activities around a transmission line using the monopole design.  As depicted, crops and 9 

farming activities occur up to the base of the structures and within the easement area.  10 

Q. What is your experience acquiring transmission line easements on land 11 

where hunting activities take place?   12 

A. Again it is quite common for hunting activities to take place both within and 13 

outside the easement area and on the projects with which I have been involved, right-of-way 14 

where hunting activities were taking place both before and after the acquisition of easement 15 

rights.   ATXI easements do not restrict hunting activities and all Ameren Services operating 16 

companies for whom my department provides services, including ATXI, are proactively 17 

involved with organizations such as the National Wild Turkey Federation that promote the 18 

enhancement and growth of wildlife within and outside our transmission line corridors.   19 

Q. Once a transmission line easement or other right-of-way agreement is 20 

executed, who within ATXI is responsible for administering the agreements and 21 

responding to any requests for the payment of damages, complaints or claims related 22 

ATXI's activities pursuant to the easement or agreement?  23 
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A. The standards and procedures attached to this testimony as Schedule DBR-SR2, 1 

and which I discuss later in my surrebuttal testimony, provide for numerous contact points for 2 

administering the agreements and responding to any requests for the payment of damages, 3 

complaints or claims related to ATXI's activities.   With that said, my department is ultimately 4 

on point to ensure those requests, complaints or claims are properly addressed.  5 

Q. Describe in further detail how that process will work?  6 

A.   Prior to construction, ATXI’s designated representative will personally contact 7 

each landowner (or at least one owner of any parcel with multiple owners) to discuss access to 8 

the right-of-way on their parcel and any special concerns or requests about which the landowner 9 

desires to make ATXI aware.  During construction, and through the completion of clean-up of 10 

the right-of-way, ATXI’s designated representative will be on-site, meaning at or in the vicinity 11 

of the route, or on-call, to respond to landowner questions or concerns.  This is outlined in 12 

Schedule DBR-SR2. 13 

Q. Based upon your experience are you aware of any claims that have been 14 

made against an Ameren Services operating company following construction of a 15 

transmission line, that the transmission line has led to a decrease in "booked hunts"? 16 

A. No. 17 

Q. Based upon your experience are you aware of any claims that have been 18 

made against an Ameren Services operating company following construction of a 19 

transmission line, that stray voltage has resulted in an injury to livestock, lost milk 20 

production, or injury to humans?  21 

A. No.  ATXI witnesses Dr. William Bailey and David Endorf address stray voltage 22 

issues in their surrebuttal testimony.   23 
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Q. Based upon your experience are you aware of any claims that have been 1 

made against an Ameren Services operating company following construction of a 2 

transmission line, that either stray voltage or electromagnetic fields (“EMF's”) have 3 

resulted in illness to livestock or humans?  4 

A. No.  ATXI witness Dr. William Bailey specifically addresses stray voltage and 5 

EMF-related issues in his surrebuttal testimony. 6 

Q. Do any other Ameren Services operating companies utilize monopole 7 

structures? 8 

A. Yes.  Though they are not used exclusively, use of monopole structures is 9 

common on transmission projects involving Ameren Services operating companies.    10 

Q. Based upon your experience are you aware of any claims that have been 11 

made against an Ameren Services operating company following construction of a 12 

transmission line that involved someone running into a monopole structure?   13 

A. No. 14 

Q. Are you aware of any instances involving the collapse of a monopole due to 15 

weather or storms?    16 

A. No. 17 

Q. Are you aware of any claims that have been made following construction of 18 

an ATXI transmission line, that relate to an electrical contact of any type?  19 

A. No.  20 

Q.   Neighbor’s witness Charles Kruse suggests in his rebuttal testimony that the 21 

transmission line will interfere with irrigation equipment, particularly center pivot 22 
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irrigation systems.   Describe the process that will be used by ATXI when addressing center 1 

pivot irrigations systems.   2 

 A.   The process used by ATXI is the same as is used by all Ameren Services operating 3 

companies.  First, the individuals involved in the routing of the transmission line identify all 4 

known fields which use center pivot irrigation.  As indicated by ATXI witness Christopher 5 

Wood, that activity was also performed on this Project.   The route ATXI ultimately selected was 6 

chosen in part because it avoided any known fields which use center pivot irrigation.  In the 7 

unlikely event that during this Project a planned center pivot irrigation systems is encountered 8 

that would be directly impacted by the routing,  the surrebuttal testimony of Mr. Endorf outlines 9 

the engineering and mitigation efforts that ATXI would go through to address the such impact.   10 

If after the engineering review and mitigation efforts, a conflict between a field which uses 11 

center pivot irrigation and ATXI’s transmission line is confirmed but cannot be resolved, the 12 

issue will be factored into the easement compensation offer and the negotiations between our 13 

department and the affected landowner.  In my experience it is rare for us not to be able to 14 

accommodate an irrigation system.  15 

Q.   How would this process work with other types of irrigation systems?  16 

A.    ATXI would utilize a similar process of working with the landowner to identify any 17 

conflict between our transmission line and any other type of irrigation systems such as wheel-18 

lines, flood and traveling guns.  As Mr. Endorf testifies, these types of irrigation systems do not 19 

pose an inherent hazard when located near transmission lines, and our department has experience 20 

in working with landowners to address a variety of different types of irrigation systems.  For 21 

example, on ATXI Illinois River’s Project our department encountered and successfully resolved 22 

issues related to irrigation systems along the route.  In addition, ATXI’s proposed standards and 23 
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procedures as identified in Schedule DBR-SR2, includes tiling and vegetation management 1 

procedures which promote the use of irrigation along the route.   2 

Q.           Please respond to the concerns of Mr. Kruse and the Neighbors’ witness 3 

Noel Palmer related to aerial spraying? 4 

A. ATXI is aware that the presence of overhead electrical lines and/or other types of 5 

above-ground structures pose the potential to impact aerial application; however, ATXI does not 6 

agree with the premise that the placement of a transmission line upon a farm field precludes the 7 

landowner from utilizing aerial application per se.  ATXI recognizes the flight pattern used in the 8 

past by the aerial applicator may need to be modified to account for the location of a 9 

transmission line.  For example, when applying chemicals near the power line, the applicator 10 

may have to fly parallel to the line when he or she may have otherwise flown perpendicular.  The 11 

true impact, if any, the transmission line may have on the use of aerial application of chemicals 12 

is specific to each property and dependent upon the applicator’s expertise and experience level.  13 

As stated previously in my testimony, ATXI’s offers of compensation will be based on the 14 

market value of each property.  If the presence of the transmission line on this Project impacts 15 

the use of aerial application, and if this impact has an effect on the market value of the property, 16 

then this impact will be reflected in the easement compensation offer.  As stated above, potential 17 

aerial application impacts are specific to each property and will be discussed individually with 18 

landowners during negotiations for the property rights being sought by ATXI.     19 

Q. Earlier you referred to some specific Staff proposed conditions, which were 20 

in Staff witness Dan Beck’s rebuttal testimony, at pages 16-17.  Have you reviewed those 21 

carefully? 22 

A. Yes. 23 
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Q. Please identify the conditions that involve easement or right-of-way issues, 1 

and provide a response on behalf of ATXI.  2 

A. A complete set of Staff’s recommended conditions and the Staff witness 3 

sponsoring the particular condition is summarized in Staff witness Dan Beck’s rebuttal 4 

testimony, at pages 16-17.  Although ATXI witness Maureen Borkowski’s surrebuttal testimony 5 

addresses each of the recommended conditions, I will focus my testimony on providing 6 

additional commentary around conditions three, four, five and six, which involve easement or 7 

right-of-way issues.   8 

Q. Please address the third recommended condition. 9 

The third recommended condition provides that the certificate be limited to the 10 

construction of the line in the location specified in ATXI’s Application, and as represented to the 11 

landowners on the aerial photos provided by ATXI, unless a written agreement from the 12 

landowner is obtained, or ATXI gets a variance from the Commission for a particular property.    13 

As mentioned in the surrebuttal testimony of ATXI witness Maureen Borkowski, this 14 

condition arose out of the Callaway-Franks transmission line (File No. EO-2002-351)1, a 54 mile 15 

transmission line project constructed by Union Electric Company through Maries, Osage and 16 

Pulaski counties.  Having been directly involved in providing real estate and right-of-way 17 

support for that project, I am aware of the differences between the manner in which land rights 18 

were acquired in Callaway Franks, and the manner in which we will acquire rights in the current 19 

Project.  In Callaway-Franks the Commission was faced with a situation in which a substantial 20 

portion of the project was being constructed using easements that had been obtained 21 

approximately 30 years earlier by Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. (“AECI”), and 22 
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subsequently assigned to Union Electric Company.  The AECI easements were “blanket 1 

easements,” meaning that the easement holder had the legal right to choose exactly where on the 2 

property the transmission corridor would be located once a line was constructed.  Without the 3 

inclusion of an additional condition there would have been be no constraints where on the 4 

affected parcel the corridor would be located even though those landowners had been assured of 5 

the location of the line at the time they agreed to grant the original easements.  Because of those 6 

assurances, Union Electric agreed it would be appropriate for the Commission to impose the 7 

condition as a way of ensuring that each landowner was aware of the centerline of the easements 8 

they had granted.   9 

Right-of-way acquisition on the Mark Twain Project will be handled in a much more 10 

customary way.  It will involve direct communication with affected landowners throughout the 11 

acquisition process.  That contact will commence with ATXI’s request for access to the affected 12 

parcels for the performance of essential topographic, easement and boundary surveys, as well as 13 

geotechnical, topographical, cultural and environmental testing and studies, including, but not 14 

limited to the taking of limited soil samples.  These surveys and tests will confirm the suitability 15 

of locating ATXI’s proposed route as identified in ATXI’s Application and the testimony of 16 

ATXI witness Mr. Wood.  Following the completion of surveys and tests, and confirmation of 17 

the suitability of the location of ATXI’s facilities, ATXI will commence negotiations with 18 

affected landowners for permanent easements and other temporary and permanent rights that are 19 

necessary prior to the commencement of construction.   20 

Throughout the right-of-way acquisition process ATXI will use all reasonable efforts to 21 

abide by the preliminary locations on each parcel along the route where we presently expect the 22 

                                                                                                                                                             
1 Effective Date: September 1, 2003. 
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line to be built, however ATXI understands that there are two scenarios which might necessitate 1 

a modification to that preliminary location on a particular parcel.  The first is an agreement 2 

between ATXI and an affected landowner to adjust the alignment on the parcel.  In the event 3 

ATXI and the landowner agree to a revised location, it is critical that ATXI have the flexibility to 4 

execute and record the agreed upon easement upon the terms and conditions (and a revised 5 

location) agreed upon by the parties without the need to return to the Commission for a variance.   6 

The second scenario would be an adjustment to the location of the line on a parcel that is 7 

necessitated by the results of the tests and surveys.  In that event, ATXI would address a request 8 

for an adjustment of the location of the line on the parcel with the affected landowners and 9 

would again attempt to secure an easement covering the new alignment.  Assuming the adjusted 10 

route is within the parcel (and with the landowner) identified in the original route, ATXI needs 11 

the ability to engage in such negotiation and to exercise its legal rights without the additional 12 

delay that a variance request would involve.   Again, this process would be consistent with the 13 

manner in which ATXI and all operating companies associated with Ameren Services acquire 14 

right-of-way, and is how issues related to route adjustments have been historically handled.  15 

ATXI would support a revised third recommended condition that would provide for a variance 16 

where ATXI’s need to adjust the route would affect a landowner or parcel outside of the original 17 

route, provided easement negotiations with the previously unaffected landowner have failed, the 18 

variance request is limited solely to the need to adjust the route, and the variance request can be 19 

approved within thirty (30) calendar days from submission.  As indicated above, ATXI needs to 20 

retain the flexibility to negotiate the precise centerline of the easement on individual parcels, 21 

based upon one of the identified scenarios, or as part of the good faith negotiations with 22 

landowners regarding the precise placement of the line and structures on their properties.   ATXI 23 
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believes that this compromise addresses any concern raised by Staff, and ensures the need for 1 

flexibility in the right-of-way acquisition process, particularly in light of the current status of 2 

acquisition activities.     3 

Q. Please address the fourth recommended condition. 4 

The fourth recommended condition provides that absent a voluntary agreement for the 5 

purchase of property rights, the transmission line shall not be located so that a residential 6 

structure currently occupied by the property owners will be removed or located in the easement 7 

requiring the owners to move or relocate from the property.  In response, and as ATXI President 8 

Maureen Borkowski has testified, ATXI agrees to this condition, which is identical to the 9 

condition adopted by the Commission in the Callaway-Franks transmission line (File No. EO-10 

2002-351).    11 

Q. Please address the fifth recommended condition. 12 

The fifth recommended condition also arises out of the unique manner in which land was 13 

acquired for the Callaway-Franks transmission line (File No. EO-2002-351).   The recommended 14 

condition provides that ATXI shall survey the transmission line location after construction, 15 

record the easement location with the appropriate county Recorder of Deeds, and file a copy of 16 

its survey in this case (File No. EA-2015-0146).   Because the right-of-way on the Callaway-17 

Franks Project had been purchased through the use of “blanket easements” the Commission 18 

needed to have a way to ensure that they received an accurate legal description showing the 19 

transmission line corridor, and the location of the utility facilities within that corridor.    20 

As previously noted that is not an issue for the Mark Twain Project as ATXI will be 21 

acquiring new easements, each and every one of which will have a surveyed, legal description 22 

included in the easement document.  That easement document will then be recorded with the 23 
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Recorder of Deeds in the appropriate county, and it will permanently fix, of record, the exact 1 

location of the right-of-way2.  This process will apply to each easement acquired as part of the 2 

Project.    Upon recording, and prior to construction, ATXI will provide copies of each easement 3 

with the precise legal description to the Commission.  ATXI believes its continued practice will 4 

meet both the spirit and intent of the Staff’s fifth recommended condition and, as a result, that 5 

Staff's fifth recommend condition is not necessary.    6 

Q. Please address the sixth recommended condition. 7 

A. That recommended condition provides that ATXI shall follow the construction, 8 

clearing, maintenance, repair, and right-of-way practices set out in Schedule DB-R-2 attached to 9 

Staff witness Dan Beck’s rebuttal testimony.  From my review of that testimony, Schedule DB-10 

R-2 is essentially a slight modification to what was required by the Commission in File No. EO-11 

2002-351 (Callaway-Franks).  While not asserted as a recommended condition, Mr. Beck’s 12 

testimony also identified an agreement that ATXI had entered into on a project in Illinois, which 13 

he attached to his rebuttal testimony as Schedule DB-R-4.  Following receipt of the rebuttal 14 

testimony, as well as an evaluation of specific concerns from the three Local Public Hearings 15 

conducted by the Commission, which representatives from my department attended, ATXI and 16 

Ameren Services personnel met in an effort to consolidate and coordinate the two documents 17 

(Schedule DB-R-2 and Schedule DB-R-4) which had a number of redundancies and inconsistent 18 

provisions, and to develop a set of standards and procedures that ATXI could implement as best 19 

practices for use on the Project.  Input was also provided from the engineering, construction, 20 

vegetation management, environmental, legal and real estate departments.  ATXI and Ameren 21 

Services personnel also reviewed the rebuttal testimony filed by the Neighbors, and the 22 

                                                 
2 100 feet for the 161kV portion and 150 feet for the 345kV portion. 
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transcripts from the Local Public Hearings to identify specific concerns raised.  As a result of 1 

that review process, ATXI developed a draft of standards and procedures as outlined in DBR-2 

SR2 attached to my testimony.    3 

Q. You indicated that ATXI and Ameren Services personnel evaluated specific 4 

concerns including those voiced in rebuttal testimony and at Local Public Hearings. Please 5 

explain how these concerns are evaluated and addressed in the proposed standards and 6 

procedures as identified in DBR-SR2.      7 

A. I break these down into four categories.  One category involves a theme that we 8 

heard during the Local Public Hearings, that landowners were concerned about being informed 9 

and advised about right-of-way activities.  To address those issues, we have included several 10 

standards and procedures to ensure improved communications.  We highlight this commitment in 11 

the stand alone section of Schedule DBR-SR2, which is identified as “Right-of Way 12 

acquisition”.  We also address landowner communication in numerous paragraphs in Schedule 13 

DBR-SR2 during the construction and clearing phase of the Project.  These paragraphs include 14 

personal contacts throughout the process, the use of designated representatives available at all 15 

times to meet with and address concerns, and specific provisions related to consultation on a host 16 

of issues including tree removal, re-seeding, interference, tiling, and damages. This commitment 17 

extends into the maintenance and repair phase of the Project.   18 

The second category addresses another set of concerns we heard at the Local Public 19 

Hearings involving concerns over on going farming and ranching activities, which were also the 20 

subject of Mr. Beck’s schedules.  As noted, we have taken Mr. Beck’s schedules and outlined 21 

specific ATXI commitments to standards and procedures that address those topics, including the 22 

containment of livestock and spread of disease (through the use of gates), the utilization of 23 
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existing access roads, and the communications efforts identified above all promote the co-1 

existence of our Project with ongoing and future farming and ranching activities.  These 2 

commitments, when combined with the design of our transmission facilities on the Project (as 3 

described by ATXI witnesses Endorf, Turpin (and others)) further mitigate against any potential 4 

impediments or inconveniences related to farming and ranching activities, which is what the 5 

Staff was seeking to accomplish through Mr. Beck’s schedules.    6 

The third category addresses the concerns over vegetation management and the 7 

promotion of wildlife.  In all phases of the Project we have proposed standards and procedures 8 

that address the removal and disposition of trees and brush, seeding, application of fertilizer and 9 

lime, use of a certified arborist, and the use of only herbicides registered with the EPA.   A 10 

specific example of a condition that ATXI added is shown in paragraph 6 of Schedule DB-SR2, 11 

which was included in response to ATXI’s commitment to President Obama’s Presidential 12 

Memorandum – Creating a Federal Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey Bees and Other 13 

Pollinators, a copy of which is attached as Schedule DBR-SR3.   14 

The fourth category in Schedule DBR-SR2 demonstrates ATXI’s accountability for the 15 

Project. The standards and procedures identified in Schedule DBR-SR2 demonstrate a 16 

commitment to ensure that we will be responsible for all injuries and damages that we cause.  17 

While the standards and procedures are replete with examples of ATXI’s commitment to be 18 

accountable there are three in particular that I want to highlight.  The first is the requirement that 19 

ATXI will repair, replace or pay to repair or replace all damaged private property within 45 days 20 

after the construction.  The second example is the commitment to require that contractors 21 

working on the Project will provide insurance coverage as part of their contractual commitments 22 

to provide quality services on ATXI’s behalf.  The third example is the inclusion of an indemnity 23 
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clause which covers claims related to the construction, maintenance, removal, repair, and use of 1 

the transmission line and any appurtenances to the line.   2 

In summary, I believe that ATXI has done everything in its power to address the right-of-3 

way concerns of both Staff and the landowners.  In addition to the language that we have 4 

included in our form of easement, as well as our right-of-way practices that we have used in the 5 

acquisition of right-of-way on behalf of Ameren Corporation and each of its affiliates (including 6 

ATXI), the standards and procedures identified in Schedule DBR-SR2 demonstrate our 7 

continued commitment to identify and address the concerns of Staff and landowners.  The fact 8 

that the standards and procedures go well beyond the recommended conditions reflected in Mr. 9 

Beck’s Schedule DB-R-2 is a further testament to that commitment.     10 

Q. In your project experience have you encountered opposition groups such as 11 

the Neighbors?   12 

A. Yes.  Groups such as the Neighbors are not uncommon; particularly where the 13 

project involved is of a significant length.  With regard to this Project, while the Neighbors are a 14 

vocal group,  as we have seen from the Local Public Hearings and in their data request responses 15 

their membership includes a number of individuals who are outside of the Project route, and 16 

unaffected by the Project itself.  Likewise there are many landowners on the Project route who 17 

are not members of the Neighbors.  Moreover, like with other projects, we have found that the 18 

vocal few do not represent the views of all of the landowners on this Project.  Representatives 19 

from my department have already responded to several inquiries from landowners who have 20 

expressed interest in working with ATXI on the details of the easement agreement required for 21 

the Project.   22 
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With that said, groups like the Neighbors actually assist ATXI and the real estate 1 

department in understanding and addressing the issues and concerns that landowners may raise.  2 

In my department we deal with landowner issues on behalf of the Ameren Services operating 3 

companies on a daily basis.  When given the opportunity, our department is able to address and 4 

resolve landowner issues in the vast majority of instances.  ATXI’s commitment to the standards 5 

and procedures provides an example of ATXI’s willingness to work with landowners to address 6 

and minimize their concerns.   7 

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony? 8 

A. Yes, it does. 9 
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